
Students from various quarters have assisted community groups 

Professors:

Carrie Biedleman

Namdi Elleh

Lauren Kreisch | Sarah Khapke | Lauren Farquhar | Adam Ivory | 



Cincinnati Black Theater.

1313 Vine Street.  

Venice Pizza.  



This is a theater design for the
Cincinnati Black Theater
Company that is an attempt to
propose an African American
Architectural style. The inspiration
for this design came from the research
of African American Art,
particularly paintings. The paintings
exude a fluid and dynamic quality
common in African American Art,
translating into the round
forms the building creates. The curved
walls, path of circulation, and even the
revolving doors are elements that
reinforce the fluidity of the design
intent. The design is bold and
unique in order to create a sense of
identity for the African American in
the Community, as well as
Cincinnati at large, that will serve as a
monument to this American sub-culture.
This is not intended to be the final word
on African American Architecture, but
merely an investigation into its
potential.

Design Intentions



"

Greg DeNicola



Shelter is a fundamental staple of life. Native
African culture used the art of weaving as
functional dwellings and as everyday tools. The
task is to provide Cincinnati Black Theatre
Company with an architectural gem that expresses
their heritage & direction. This design reflects
on the past in form and looks to the future with
material. This building proposal is a shell with
woven wooden ribs and glass which echoes
the intertwined fibers in native African huts.



Space in this building includes a
420 seat theatre, a 150 person
black box theatre, dressing
rooms, rehearsal and dance
studios, set & costume shops,
and administrative and ticket
offices. In short, this project
represents the realization of
weaving heritage with technology.

Charles Jahnigen



Designing by
Experience
Ordinary Experience. The
architecture that supports this
experience should add to the
drama, not to distract you from the
excitement. The 'show' portions of
the building puncture the existing
shell making their presence
known of the street, promoting an
interaction between the existing
facade and the drama that occurs
within.



Telling a Story
The intention was to take theater-goers through the evening on
a simple path through the building. It allows them to see hints
of the theater above, but encourages them totake part in all of
the evening festivities. The series of ramps and stairs takes you
past retail, which is just recessed from the street, into the main
atrium space for drinks and concessions. From there, stairs or
an elevator, coupled with a ramp introduce them to the theater.
The ramp winds its way back across the building into the back
of the main theater. As the ramp ascends, the wall becomes
lower slowly revealing the theater.

Michael Linx



Metaphorically
Speaking

The building is an unbroken
chain of spaces, winding its way
through the building's stages,
providing the opportunity for
literal and metaphorical dynamic
installations and fluid movement
for theater patrons.

The chain's undulating form
defines the striking interior of
the main atrium space, visible
as it glimpses through the
preserved existing facade of the
historic Kauffman brewery.

Scott Hines



1313 Vine
adaptive re-use
This building could house
Cincinnati Irish Cultural society in
one location; The McGing Irish
Dancers, the Riley School of Irish
Music, the meeting hall of the
Ancient Order of Hibernians and a
traditional Irish pub and restaurant
that the entire neighborhood could
enjoy.

The sub-basement would be the
only function that breaks from the
Irish theme, this floor would house
a bar venue that would caters the
younger budding art community.
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After completion of the studio UC Community Design Center with funding from the UC Institute for Community Partnerships provided
complete architectural services. Project Architect Frank Russell collaborated with two local architecture firms, KZF and Brashear
Bolton which provided pro-bono consultation services. The desing and construction of Venice Pizza was a collaborative project that
involved community leaders, eight individual architects and more than forty architecture students from two universities, two private
architectural firms, and two community based non-profit organizations.

Interior Design Students instructed by
Carrie Biedleman proposed schematid
design ideas for the restaruant and
training center. One student proposed
this vision: "Venice Pizza is a fun, friendly
restaurant where families gather,
neighbors meet, and citizens find a frest
start. Local artwork and community
bulletins reflect the city. Stained concrete,
particle board, and bright colors create a
raw, urban space and an innovative, cost-
effective solution. Colorful "graffiti"
artwork gives the space energy and the
custom-designed booths can be built by
Venice's own employees.

Venice PizzaVenice Pizza

Julia Bryan | Lauren Farquhar | Claire Collier | Sarah Knapke | Rebecca Delaplane | Lauren Kelsch | Chris Sommers | Timmy Carlin | Rob Conner | Ben Crabtree | Brian Gernetzke |
Craig Hamilton | Jessica Kersting | Michael Mclaughlin | Eli Meiners | Ashley Murphy | Ian Ramous | Kevan Rutledge | Kate Votava | Michael Wagner | Travis Wollet | Emily Wray |
Matt Zeire | John Back | Matt Brown | Meghan Conover | Shaun Evans | Dominic Iacobucci | Brandon Kelly | Stephanie Kroger | Travis Little | Barret McClish | Jerry Sabatini |
Kevin Schreur | Greg Snyder | Carlos West |

Lauren Farquhar

STUDENT PROPOSALS



Venice Pizza is located at
1301 Vine Street and is a
program of Power Inspires
Progress, which provides
job training and
employment readiness for
low-income residents of
Over-The-Rhine.

After the UC Community Design Center
provided design and construction
management, Architecture students
instructed by Architect Terry Boling
and Miami University Architecture

Students directed by Tom Dutton and
Robert Bell of the Miami University Center
for Community Engagement in OTR
provided design-build services for the
finishes in the dining and office spaces

respectively. The 2400 s.f. project
consists of a Pizza and
catering kitchen, dining area,
and office-training room

in the storefront of a three story historic
mixed-use building.


